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Abstract—Tool support is essential for Application Engineering
in Software Product Lines (SPL). Despite a myriad of existing
tools, most lack adequate support for flexibility and adaptability,
so that it is hard for them to be applied in different contexts,
e.g., addressing variability in different artifacts. Addressing this
issue requires exploring underlying commonality and adequately
managing variability of such tools. In order to provide systematic
guidance in this direction, we have conducted a comparative
analysis of variability management techniques for SPL tool
development in the context of the SPL Hephaestus tool. The
analysis reveals that two techniques, one annotative and another
transformational, are most suitable to variability management in
Hephaestus, and that their combination is a feasible strategy to
improve such management.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A Software Product Line (SPL) is a set of software inten-
sive systems that share a common, managed set of features
satisfying the specific needs of a particular market segment
or mission and that are developed from a common set of
core assets in a prescribed way [1]. Potential benefits include
improved productivity with lower development costs and time-
to-market and increased quality. To achieve these, tool support
for its underlying activities is essential. In particular,this holds
for Application Engineering, in which a product is defined by
selecting a group of features and then a carefully, coordinated
mixture of parts of different components are involved. Given
the inherent complexity and the coordination required in the
derivation process [2], this activity is slow and error-prone.
As a result, the derivation of individual products from shared
software assets is still a time-consuming and expensive activity
in many organizations [3].

As reported by a contemporary Systematic Literature Re-
view and expert survey [4], a key requirement of product
derivation tools is flexibility and adaptability, which thesame
study identifies as a shortcoming of most existing tools. These
must be adapted to different contexts, e.g., dealing with dif-
ferent artifacts. Additionally, the changing needs of users and
the continuous evolution of the product line further motivate
flexibility and adaptability of product derivation tools for
addressing future needs. Therefore, to provide flexibilityand
adaptability, it becomes necessary to adequately manage the
variability within these tools, addressing the tools themselves
as SPLs, as also suggested by Grünbacher et al. [5].

Accordingly, this paper presents a comparative analysis of
variability management mechanisms for SPL tool develop-
ment, particularly suitable to use in functional languages. We
explore these in the context of existing variants of Hephaes-
tus [6], a SPL tool developed in Haskell and originally aimed
at managing variability in requirements, but which has evolved
to handle variability in different kinds of artifacts. A detailed
description of Hephaestus, including usage scenarios, could be
found elsewhere [6]. The analysis assesses such mechanisms
and proposes a strategy more suitable for variability manage-
ment within the development of different versions of that tool.
Results reveal that two techniques (CIDE and Stratego/XT)
are most suitable to variability management in Hephaestus
(whose variability is described in the next section), and that
their combination is a feasible strategy.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II briefly describes Hephaestus and its evolution to
address different artifacts. Section III presents the setting
of the comparative analysis, which is then carried out in
Section IV. Section V addresses related work and Section VI
offers concluding remarks.

II. H EPHAESTUS

Hephaestus [6] is a public1 available product derivation
tool [3], which receives contributions from different institu-
tions (Federal University of Pernambuco, University of São
Paulo, University of Braśılia). Initially developed as a proof
of concept tool for managing variabilities in use case scenar-
ios, Hephaestus provides a declarative specification (Haskell
code) of the composition style for solving SPL variability
in MSVCM (Modeling Scenario Variability as Crosscutting
Mechanisms) [7]. Currently, Hephaestus supports variability
in different types of assets, ranging from business processes
and Simulink models to source code; and it has been used as
the derivation tool for TaRGeT product line [8].

For the initial purpose of the tool, we first implemented:

• specific data types representing use case models, feature
models and configuration knowledge models [9], which
relates feature expressions in propositional logic to trans-
formations that deal with variability in use cases.

1http://bit.ly/iRMMZM



type Transformation = SPL→ Product → Product
type ConfigurationKnowledge = [ConfigurationItem ]
data ConfigurationItem = ConfigurationItem {
expr = FeatureExpression,
transformations = [Transformation ]
}

build fm fc ck spl = derive ts spl emptyInstance
where
ts = concat [transformations c | c ← ck , eval fc (exp c)]
emptyUCM = ...

emptyInstance = ...

derive [ ] spl product = product
derive (t : ts) spl product = derive ts spl (t spl product)

data SPLModel = SPLModel {
splFeatureModel :: FeatureModel ,
splUseCaseModel :: UseCaseModel
}

data InstanceModel = InstanceModel {
featureConfiguration :: FeatureConfiguration,
useCaseModel :: UseCaseModel
}

exportProduct :: Path → InstanceModel → IO ()
exportProduct t product = do
exportUcmToLatex (t ++ "/doc.tex") (ucm product)

exportUcmToLatex = ...

Fig. 1. Code snippet of the initial implementation of Hephaestus

• specific functions that solve SPL variabilities in use case
scenarios, by selecting use cases or scenarios from an
SPL model and binding parameters according to specific
feature configurations. In addition, Hephaestus provides
a build function that behaves like an interpreter for the
configuration knowledge and is responsible for building
a specific product given a selection of features (or feature
configuration).

Figure 1 presents a piece of code of the initial implementa-
tion of Hephaestus, highlighting the configuration knowledge
data type and corresponding interpreter (the build function)
and the signature of the transformation functions. In addition,
this code snippet also shows the initial representation of
the SPLModel and InstanceModeldata types, as well an
exportProductfunction that generates a LATEX representation
of a product specific use case model.

A. First Hephaestus evolution

Hephaestus was extended to use MSVCM in practice. Thus,
starting from a prototype for experimenting with MSVCM, we
evolved Hephaestus into a tool that could be used by students
and practitioners. Additionally, within a short period of time,
we had to extend Hephaestus in another direction, so that it
could manage variability not only in use case scenarios, but
also in higher level requirements and source code (by selecting
specific files that should be compiled as well by starting a
preprocessing engine to solve variability in source code).At
that time, Hephaestus should be used as a replacement for a

proprietary tool that was used to manage variabilities in the
TaRGeT product line [8], and new product assets should be
exported as a consequence of the build process. We show some
of the features related to this version on the right-hand side
of Figure 2, while on the left-hand side we show the feature
model of the first implementation.

In order to achieve these goals, new data types and transfor-
mations were required, as well as part of the existing code had
to change. Precisely, to introduce support for variabilities in
high level requirements (or requirements for short) and source
code, we had to:

(a) implement new data types for representing requirements
and references to source code assets.

(b) implement new transformations for resolving variabilities
in requirements and source code. Existing transformations
vary according to their complexity, each one requiring 10
to 100 lines of Haskell code.

(c) evolve bothSPLModeland InstanceModeldata types, as
well as we had to review both the export function and
the configuration knowledge XML parser, so that it could
recognize the concrete syntax of the new transformations
(see Figure 3).

Based on the mentioned items, a first conclusion is that,
using current Hephaestus’ architecture, we are not able to
introduce new data types (representing the abstract syntax
of a new SPL asset) and transformations in a modular way.
This occurs because, to introduce support for a new type of
asset, we have to change bothSPLModeland InstanceModel
data types, the configuration knowledge XML parser, and the
export function— even though theConfigurationKnowledge
data type and interpreter present some degree of stability (we
do not have to change their implementation when we introduce
variability support for new assets). Here we could say that the
SPLModelandInstanceModelare not open, since to introduce
new SPL assets we have to change the data type definitions.

Evolving Hephaestus to support source code variability
presents an interesting issue (see Figure 3), since we had to
introduce a new kind of asset into theSPLModel(splCom-
ponents). This asset is a list of pairs that relate a name to
the relative path of a source code file. The same kind of
asset was also introduced into theInstanceModel. Besides
that, other two fields were required in the InstanceModel: (a)
buildEntries, which declares pre-processing directives, and (b)
preProcessFiles, which declares a list of files that should be
pre-processed by a third part tool. These fields are instantiated
when Hephaestus builds a product, considering the proper
transformations of a product configuration.

The piece of code in Figure 4 shows the impact on the
configuration knowledge XML parser. The first version of
Hephaestus declares just the first four case statements on the
xml2Transformationfunction (from selectScenariosto bind-
Parameter). The selectRequirementtransformation deals with
variability in the requirements models, whereas the remaining
transformations solve variability in source code. We couldsay
that theexportProductandxml2Transformationare not open,



Fig. 2. Feature model of the first two releases.

data SPLModel = SPLModel {
...

splReq :: RequirementModel ,
splComponents :: ComponentModel
}

data InstanceModel = InstanceModel {
...

req :: RequirementModel ,
components :: ComponentModel ,
buildEntries :: [PreprocessingDirective ],
preProcessFiles :: [PreprocessingFiles ]
}

exportProduct sourceDir targetDir product = do
exportUcmToLatex ... (ucm product)
exportUcmToXML ... (ucm product)
exportRequirementsToLatex ... (req product)
copySourceFiles ... (components product)
exportBuildFile ... (preProcessDirectives product)
preprocessFiles ... (preProcessFiles p)

Fig. 3. SPLModel and InstanceModel data types, after introducing support
for managing variabilities in requirements and source code

since new output formats and new types of transformations
could not be introduced in a modular way.

B. Hephaestus Product Line

Although tailored to the TaRGeT product line needs, some
users of this version of Hephaestus would appreciate more
specific configurations of the tool. For instance, some users
could be interested in managing variability only in require-
ments and use cases; others could be interested in managing
variability only in source code; and TaRGeT engineers should
be interested in managing variabilities in requirements, use
cases, and source code.

Moreover, new extensions of Hephaestus were recently
proposed. For instance, the current version of Hephaestus also
supports variability in business processes models [10] and
Simulink assets. Again, to introduce variability support for
these assets, we have to implement new data types for rep-
resenting the abstract syntax of these models, implement new
transformations for solving variability, evolve theSPLModel
and InstanceModeldata types and review the configuration

xml2Transformation :: XmlTransformation
→ Parser Transformation

xml2Transformation transformation =
let
args = ...

tnsName = xmlTransformationName transformation
in
case tnsName of
"selectScenarios"→ Success (selectScenarios args)
"selectUseCases"→ Success (selectUseCases args)
"evaluateAspects"→ Success (evaluateAspects args)
"bindParameter"→ ...

"selectRequirements"→ ...

"selectComponents"→ ...

"selectAndMoveComponent"→ ...

"createBuildEntries"→ ...

"preprocessFiles"→ ...

otherwise → Fail "..."

Fig. 4. Piece of code used during the XML configuration knowledge parser

knowledge XML Parser. Otherwise, thebuild function, other
supporting functions and data types are shared among all such
extensions.

Therefore, there exists significant amount of commonality
among these versions. Further, the variability has regularform
(requiring both open data types and open functions), as we
have explained previously. In order to explore the underlying
commonality and to manage the variability systematically,it
becomes essential to bootstrap these versions of Hephaestus
into a SPL— hereafter referred to Hephaestus-PL–and then
evolve it as a proper SPL. The intended feature model of
Hephaestus-PL is represented in Figure 5. The following
sections explore and compare different techniques for accom-
plishing this.

III. STUDY SETTINGS

In order to refine the study, we apply the Goal Question
Metric (GQM) method [11], so that it helps defining the
context, the object of study, its properties, the goal, and how
this latter can be operationalized and answered. In this section
we first discuss about the goals, questions and metrics (GQM)
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Fig. 5. Feature model of Hephaestus line. In this version, thefeatures SPL Models and Output Format define anor-exclusiverelationship with their children.

of our investigation and then present an overview of the eval-
uated techniques. Their detailed assessment is accomplished
in Section IV.

A. Goals, Questions, and Metrics

This work aims to compare the applicability of different
techniques for variability management, regarding the domain
engineering phase for software product development and
within the context of the different versions of Hephaestus
discussed in the previous section. According to GQM, Table I
summarizes the general goal of our work.

Purpose compare
Issue applicability
Object different techniques to manage variability
Viewpoint domain engineering perspective
Context different versions of Hephaestus

TABLE I
GQM GOAL OF THIS RESEARCH.

In Section II, we characterized thecontextand theviewpoint
of the initial Hephaestus design, which was targeted to manage
variability in use case scenarios, and its evolution to support
variability in other assets. In Section III-B, we shall briefly
introduce theobject, i.e., evaluated mechanisms and related
languages and tools. After that, Section IV proceeds with the
analysis of each technique, using a qualitative evaluationthat
answers our GQM metrics, thus meeting thepurposeandissue
components of the study’s goal.

From the study’s goal presented in Table I, we derive several
questions that best characterize our study. Moreover, related
to each question, we use one or more qualitative metrics to
indicate the compliance level of the techniques in relation
to the study goal. Qualitative assessment “metrics” are also
conceived in the GQM method. This qualitative investigation is
well suited because it allows us to evaluate high-level attributes
that are relevant for the design of Hephaestus-PL before
its actual implementation. Therefore, the use of quantitative
metrics is outside the scope of this work and is scheduled

within our plans for future work. In what follows, we present
the questions (Q) and the metrics (M ) of our GQM model.
Q1 Does the technique have expressiveness to support Hep-

haestus variability?
• Metric M1.1 (Yes/No): The technique supports open

data types.
• Metric M1.2 (Yes/No): The technique supports open

functions.
• Metric M1.3 (Yes/No): The technique supports the

instantiation of one SPL asset.
• Metric M1.4 (Yes/No): The technique supports the

composition of assets without having to instantiate
all assets defined in Hephaestus-PL.

Q2 Does the level of granularity supported by technique to
handle variability meet Hephaestus-PL’s needs?

• Metric M2: Level of granularity of the technique for
dealing with variability.

Q3 Does the technique provide modular management of
Hephaestus-PL’s assets?

• Metric M3 (Yes/No): The technique provides support
for feature modularization.

Q4 What is the effort to use the technique in the current code
of Hephaestus to manage the variability in Hephaestus-
PL?

• Metric M4: Impact level of using the technique in the
current code of Hephaestus.

Q5 What is the maturity level of the technique?
• Metric M5.1: Related works, case studies, and appli-

cations using the technique.
• Metric M5.2: Domains of business where the tech-

nique has been applied.
Q6 Is the technique applied in the Haskell functional lan-

guage?
• Metric M6 (Yes/No): The technique could be easily

applied to existing code written in Haskell .
Questions Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5 and Q6 represent rele-

vant characteristics to the development of Hephaestus-PL,to



achieve the project requirements and minimize the impact on
the current system. Q1 focuses on the most important attribute
in our evaluation, which is the expressiveness to support the
Hephaestus variability. Correspondingly, Metrics M1.1, M1.2,
M1.3 and M1.4 investigate whether a technique supports the
types of variability present in Hephaestus-PL, classified as
open data types, open functions, single asset instantiation, and
assets composition.

In particular, metric M1.4 focuses on a current problem of
Hephaestus: the need to instantiate more than one SPL asset
defined inSPLModeland InstanceModelalgebraic types. The
possible answers to these metrics are “yes” or “no”. Q2 fo-
cuses on the level of granularity for implementing variabilities
and its adherence to the current Hephaestus implementation.
M2 may have possible answers as “coarse” or “fine-grained”.
Q3 assesses whether a technique supports modularity or not,
an important property to the reactive approach for SPL devel-
opment since it facilitates the introduction of new features to
Hephaestus and minimizes prior knowledge of the details of
system’s modules and the location of features’ implementation,
which are often scattered. The possible responses to M3 are
“yes” or “no”. Q4 focuses on the effort required to apply a
technique to the current code of Hephaestus. Therefore, M4
measures the impact level of the technique to the current
code of Hephaestus. The possible answers to M4 are “high”,
“medium” or “low”. Q5 assesses the maturity level of each
technique with respect to its use in previous works, case
studies, and business domains. Possible values of M5 are the
names of works and business domains in which the technique
has been applied. Finally, Q6 focuses on the adherence of the
techniques to the current implementation of Hephaestus, more
specifically, the use of the technique in Haskell. The possible
responses to M6 are “yes” or “no”.

B. Evaluated mechanisms

Kästner and others discuss about two common ways to
implement an SPL: the compositional and annotative ap-
proach [12]. Regarding our analysis, we also consider com-
plementary mechanisms based on program transformation and
parametric polymorphism. These are essential to broaden the
scope of design and implementation alternatives that are not re-
stricted to given paradigms (e.g., OO and AOSD). Correspond-
ingly, in this section we briefly introduce these approaches,
postponing the details of their use to solve Hephaestus SPL
variability to the next section. We evaluate the application of
each mechanism by using (either at the implementation or
at the design level) specific languages (Stratego and Aspect
Caml), languages’ constructs (Haskell type classes), or tools
(CIDE); which have been chosen considering mainly our
experience and their feasibility regarding our technical domain
(extracting a SPL from an exising software developed in
Haskell).

• Annotative based: Implementing SPL features using
annotative approaches require some form of annota-
tions in the artifacts into which features are pro-
jected. Annotations could vary from♯ ifdef and ♯

endif statements in C or C++ to type-safer, language-
independent mechanisms to implement variability as sup-
ported by CIDE [12], [13] or its semi-automated exten-
sion CIDE+ [14]. In this paper we evaluated the use of
CIDE to implement Hephaestus variability.

• Transformational based: Solving SPL variability using
this mechanism involves the development of domain
specific languages andsource-to-source transformations,
which could be implemented by languages and tools like
Stratego/XT[15]. In this paper we evaluate a domain spe-
cific language tailored to solve Hephaestus variabilities
and implemented using Stratego/XT [16].

• Compositional based:In this approach, features are im-
plemented as distinct modules, and a product line member
is generated by composing a set of modules. A number
of techniques fall into this approach such as component
technologies, mixing layers, AHEAD, multi-dimensional
separation of concerns, and Aspect-Oriented Program-
ming (AOP). In this context, AOP could be used as a
compositional approach for implementing SPL variabil-
ity. AOP aims to better modularize crosscutting concerns
in application development, and SPL features are usually
crosscutting [17]. In spite of most implementations being
target to extend object-oriented languages, there exist
some AOP implementations for functional languages,
such as Aspectual Caml [18] and AspectFun [19]. In our
study, we evaluate Aspectual Caml as a mechanism for
managing SPL variability using the compositional style,
because it is already available in a functional language
and it is more stable than AspectFun.

• Parametric-polymorphism based:Parametric polymor-
phism is one of the extension mechanisms that func-
tional languages leverage. In Haskell, as well as in
other functional languages, functions could be defined as
polymorphic, with respect to their arguments and return
types. This means that a polymorphic function could be
applied to any type. However, often we have to express
that a polymorphic function should be only applied to
arguments of a typeT given thatT is an instance of a
type class.

IV. EVALUATED TECHNIQUES

In this section, according to our GQM (Section III-A), we
evaluate techniques within the mechanisms presented in Sec-
tion III-B from both design and implementation perspectives.

A. Aspectual Caml

Aspectual Caml is an AOP language, derived from the
strongly-typed functional language Objective Caml, whichis a
dialect of the ML functional language. Aspectual Caml extends
the parser and type checker of the Objective Caml compiler,
working as a translator, and provides support for static and
dynamic crosscutting. In particular, static crosscuttingallows
extending data types by addition of new constructors into a
data type and addition of new fields into the constructor of a
data type. Dynamic crosscutting relies on pointcuts capturing



xml2Transformation transformation =
let
args = ...

tnsName = xmlTransformationName transformation
in parse ′ tnsName args

parser ′ :: String → String → Parser Transformation
parser ′ "id" = Success Id

Fig. 6. Refactoring the configuration knowledge XML parser

events such as function calls and then applying a piece of
advice with new behavior.

1) Refactoring Hephaestus into Hephaestus-PL using As-
pectual Caml: In order to bootstrap Hephaestus-PL from
the current design and implementation of Hephaestus, it is
necessary to refactor theSPLModeland InstanceModeldata
types and the code of configuration knowledge XML parser
shown in Figure 4. Accordingly, the refactoredSPLModeland
InstanceModeldata types only have theFeatureModelfield.
Furthermore, the refactoredxml2Transformationfunction does
not implement the recognition of the concrete syntax for the
transformation of features (see Figure 6). This is delegated
to a new functionparser, which has only basic behavior.
The refactored code represents the commonality to be shared
among different Hephaestus-PL instances. For each variant
feature in Hephaestus-PL, an aspect is created as follows: 1)
an advice will extend theparser’ function to implement the
recognition of the concrete syntax of the transformations of
the feature; 2) static crosscutting will extend theSPLModel
and InstanceModeldata types to define additional field(s)
corresponding to new asset(s) of such variant feature. The
code in Figure 7 illustrates such an aspect in Aspectual Caml,
Aspect UCM, that implements the variability associated to
UseCaseModelfeature.

aspect UCM {
type+ SPLModel = SPLModel of ...∗ UseCaseModel

type+ InstanceModel =
InstanceModel of ...∗ UseCaseModel

pointcut pcUCMParser nameT argsT =
call Parser ′ tnsName args

advice UCMParser =
[around pcUCMParser tnsName args ]

match tnsName with
"selectScenarios"→ Success (selectScenarios args)
"selectUseCases"→ Success (selectUseCases args)
"evaluateAspects"→ Success (evaluateAspects args)
"bindParameter"→ ...

}

Fig. 7. Modularizing features using Aspectual Caml

2) Aspectual Caml Evaluation:The AOP mechanisms in
Aspectual Caml meet the main requirements for the develop-

ment of Hephaestus-PL (Q1), i.e., Aspectual Caml addresses
variability of data types (open data types) and functions (open
functions). The composition of assets is implemented by the
composition of aspects. The granularity supported by the
technique is fine-grained (Q2), because it allows managing
variability in the level of field in data types and that is adherent
to the variability space in Hephaestus that is mostly fine-
grained. Aspectual Caml allows features to be modularized
(Q3) into aspects which provide good separation of cross-
cutting concerns, since extensions related to a given variant
feature are confined to a single module and such module
only addresses extensions related to this feature. Regarding
the maturity level (Q5), Aspectual Caml was already applied
in the implementation of a prototype compiler of programming
language. However, Aspectual Caml is not integrated into
Haskell (Q6). It is then not possible to apply the technique
to the current code of Hephaestus, which has been developed
in Haskell. There are then two alternatives: to develop an
extension of Haskell with the features of Aspectual Caml; to
translate Hephaestus’ code into Aspectual Caml. In either case,
the impact on Hephaestus for the use of this technique is high
(Q4).

B. CIDE

CIDE is an annotative approach to represent variability in
different SPL artifacts. Using this environment we first create a
feature model and relate each feature to a specific color. Then,
we assign pieces of code to features, and the environment high-
lights that piece of code using the corresponding color [12].
After that, we could select a feature configuration and CIDE
exports only the code that implements the mandatory and
selected features.

CIDE implements variability in SPL without obfuscating
code, as occurs when using preprocessor directives, the most
common way of annotative approach. For this reason, some
authors claim that CIDE employs avirtual separation of
concerns, and simplified views of the code could be obtained.

1) Refactoring Hephaestus into Hephaestus-PL using
CIDE: From the feature model of Figure 5, we started by
coloring the pieces of code related to each option of the
SPL Modelsand Output Formatsfeatures (see Figure 8).
More specifically, we colored the optional lines related to the
SPLModelandInstanceModeldata types, optional lines of the
configuration knowledge XML parser, and the optional lines
of the export function.

2) CIDE Evaluation: Regarding Q1, CIDE has enough
expressiveness to support all variability types in Hephaestus.
CIDE supports variability in data types, functions and the com-
position of assets is guaranteed by the process of generating a
variant that represents an instance of product which combines
any assets of the SPL Feature Model. Given its annotative
nature, CIDE supports both fine- and coarse-grained variability
(Q2).

As explained earlier, CIDE provides weak separation of
concerns. For this reason, we are not able to separate features’
projections into distinct modules (Q3 is not supported by



Fig. 8. Piece of code of Hephaestus annotated by CIDE.

CIDE). Although we could visualize source code correspond-
ing to a specific feature selection, the feature implementation
preserves some degree of scattering and tangling. We could
figure this out by observing the different colors on specific data
types and functions on Figure 8. For instance, using CIDE,
fields related to different assets are still declared in the same
SPLModeland InstanceModeldata types. It could bring some
modularity issues when evolving a product line, because in
order to introduce a new SPL asset, we have to change existing
modules in Hephaestus. CIDE then does not support the open-
closed principle, that recommends software design that is
open to extensions and closed to modifications. However, this
shortcoming is not a critical issue in Hephaestus because the
degree of scattering and tangling of features is considerably
small and confined to a constant and small number of modules
to be affected by the addition of new features.

We rank as average the effort to use the technique to the
current code of Hephaestus (Q4). Considering the artifacts
to be annotated, the activity performed coloring the pieces
of code associated with features, is not too time demanding.
Furthermore, the effort is minimized and it becomes low when
the activity is supported by the use of CIDE+, an extension
of CIDE that allows semi-automatic annotation (coloring) of
pieces of code representing the features through the definition
of the feature seed. Regarding the maturity level of CIDE
(Q5), there is a myriad of publications on the use of CIDE,
e.g., programming languages, database case studies, operating
systems. Usage of CIDE+ has been reported in bootstrapping
a SPL of CASE tools [20]. Because CIDE supports Haskell
it was possible to refactor Hephaestus using CIDE, thereby
being evaluated positively regarding Q6.

C. Transkell

Transkell is adomain specific languagethat aims to manage
Hephaestus variability [16]. Actually, Transkell was the first
attempt to evolve Hephaestus into a product line, even though
its current implementation does not support all variability
described in this paper and it was designed to simplify the
process of introducing new types of transformations. Here we

follow a different perspective, since the SPL assets are our
main decomposition strategy.

1) Refactoring Hephaestus into Hephaestus-PL using
Transkell: To create a specific version of Hephaestus using this
approach, product engineers write a program in the Transkell
language and then, applying source to source transforma-
tions implemented in Stratego/XT [15], translate this source
Transkell program into Haskell code.

A Transkell program comprises a set oftransformations,
where each transformation specifies what it needs to run. For
instance, a transformation for selecting source code assets must
specify the expected fields of the SPL Model and Instance
Model data types, the expected parsers, the expected steps of
the export function, and so on. Figure 9 shows a concrete
example of a transformation in Transkell.

Transformation SelectComponents {
BasicType { ... }
Input { ... }
Output {
Import(...)
Code {

exportUcmToLatex f ucm = ...
exportUcmToXML f ucm = ...

}
ExportCode { ...
exportUcmToLatex ... (ucm product)
exportUcmToXML ... (ucm product)

}
}
SPL {
...
type {
ucm = UseCaseModel

}
}

}

Fig. 9. Transkell code for implementing theselectComponentstransforma-
tion.

2) Transkell evaluation:Based on the current implemen-
tation of Transkell, we realize that a transformational based,



domain specific language implemented on top of Stratego/XT
is able to manage all Hephaestus variability (Q1), solving both
coarse-grained as well fine-grained variability (Q2).

Moreover, the design decisions of Transkell present some
degree of modularity (Q3), since developers could describe
everything related to a transformation within a single construct
of the Transkell language. However, we consider that im-
plementing a domain specific language for Hephaestus using
a SPL model (requirements, business process, . . . ) as the
main decomposition concern, instead of transformations, could
lead to a more modular design. The main reason is that,
based on the current Transkell design decisions, whenever two
transformations (T1 and T2) require similar contributions to
the final product we have to either duplicate code or create
dependencies between the transformationsT1 andT2.

Regarding Q4, to bootstrap a product line from the existing
Hephaestus code we have to rewrite all Haskell modules
that present some variability using the Transkell language.
Therefore, in order to refactor Hephaestus into a product line
using a DSL, a substantial effort is necessary. Nevertheless,
Marcos and Borba report on the maturity of Stratego/XT tools
(including Spoofax) that make easier (Q5) the construction
of the Transkell language [16] and the source to source
transformations between Transkell and Haskell (Q6).

D. Type classes

Creating generic Hephaestus transformations, for instance a
genericselect assettransformation, is the main idea of using
type classes to solve product line variability in Hephaestus.
In its basic form of usage, a type class allows developers to
define functions that are applied to some, but not all types.

Advanced usage of type classes [21] has been used to
implement open functions and open data types in functional
languages [22], two classes of variabilities found in Hephaes-
tus (see Section II).

1) Refactoring Hephaestus into Hephaestus-PL using type
classes:Generalizing Hephaestus transformations using type
classes involves two steps. First, the definition of type classes
to allow the implementation of generic transformations (such
as select asset, bind parameter, and evaluate advice). Note
that transformations for asset selection are available to all SPL
models (requirements, use case scenarios, business processes
models, components, and so on); whereas similar implemen-
tations for binding parameters and evaluating advices are only
available to use case scenarios and business processes models.
Second, we have to specify which type classes a given SPL
model is an instance. For example, the use case model must
be an instance of all type classes required by the generic
transformationsselect asset, bind parameter, and evaluate
advice; while the component model must be an instance of
the select assettype class.

This solution uses advanced type mechanisms, as it is
possible to realize observing the piece of code on Figure 10,
which declares three type classes for generalizing theselect
assettransformation. First, it declares a type classId for values
that could be used to identify assets. This is required because

class Eq x ⇒ Id x

class Id i ⇒ Identifiable x i | x → i
where
identify :: x → i

class (Eq y , Identifiable y i)⇒ Composite x y i | x → y i
where
toComponents :: x → [y ]
replaceComponents :: ([y ]→ [y ])→ x → x

selectAssets ::
(Composite (f a) c i ,
Composite (g a) c i ,
Composite a c i ,
Identifiable c i , Id i

)⇒ [i ]→ f a → g a → g a

selectComponents ids spl product = ...

Fig. 10. Type class hierarchy for generalizing theselect assettransformation.

the type of a value used to identify assets might vary according
to a specific SPL model. An instance of theId type class must
also be an instance of theEq type class (see the constraint
Eq ⇒ Id x ). Moreover, we declared anIdentifiable type class
that declares a function to get the identity of an element (inour
case, an SPL asset). This class is parameterized according to
the type of an identifiable elementx and the type of its identity
i , wherei must be an instance of theId type class. With this
we establish a type relation between identifiable elements and
identities. Finally, aComposite type class was declared to get
the components of an asset (for instance, the requirements of a
requirement model) and to replace somehow the components
of an asset.

Based on these type classes, we are able to implement a
genericselectAssets functions, that expects three parameters:

• A list of identities [i ].
• An SPL assetf a, which could comprise a use case

model, a requirement model, and so on.
• A product assetg a, which could comprise a use case

model, a requirement model, and so on. But notice that,
if the second argument comprise a use case model, the
resulting product must also comprise a use case model
(both f a andg a refers to the same type parametera).

As explained, after declaring the required type classes
and generic transformations, we have to define that spe-
cific assets must be instances of theComposite type class,
respecting all restrictions and providing implementations to
bothtoComponents andreplaceComponents functions of the
Composite type class.

2) Type classes Evaluation:After the initial effort to gen-
eralize some of Hephaestus transformations, we realized that
using type classes alone we would not be able to derive
some instances of Hephaestus-PL. For example, using the
mechanism explored here, we are able to derive products that
support variability in a single type of asset. This is not a huge
limitation, since we believe that most of Hephaestus users are
interesting in managing variabilities in specific models. Never-



theless, such a solution does not attend the need of the TaRGeT
team that needs to manage variabilities in requirements, use
cases, and components models. Therefore, with respect to the
expressiveness of the technique (Q1), our initial design using
type classes does not fulfill the Hephaestus-PL requirements.

With respect to the granularity level (Q2), the use of type
classes as described here supports both coarse and fine grained
variabilities in a modular way (Q3), since we are able to
modify field types of theSPLModeland IntanceModeldata
types by declaring new instances of the existing type classes.
Nevertheless, to introduce variability support into theexport
and xml2transformation, probably we have to either define
additional type classes to this specific purpose or combine
type classes with monads, something that requires a deeper
investigation and is a matter of future work.

The effort (Q4) to refactory Hephaestus into Hephaestus-
PL using type classes is high, since most of the existing
code described here have to be rewritten. In addition, the
use of this technique requires a deeper knowledge on type
classes and type systems, not being easily acessible to some
developers that contribute to Hephaestus. Nevertheless, type
classes have been deeply discussed (Q5) in the functional
language comunity with many applications described— mostly
related to the open function and open data type dilemma.
The technique is fully implemented in the Glasgow Haskell
Compiler using some type extensions of Haskell.

E. Synthesis Techniques

In this section, we present an overview of the techniques
with respect to the GQM model proposed and discuss the
most appropriate techniques for the design and implementation
of Hephaestus-PL considering the existing Hephaestus code.
Table II represents the overview of the assessment of each
technique by each metric of the GQM model.

Regarding expressiveness of the techniques to handle the
variability types in Hephaestus, we observe that all techniques
meet this criterion, except for Type Parametrization technique
that does not support open functions and composition of assets.
In Hephaestus, the variability space is mostly fine-grained, and
to this criterion, all the techniques could be applied to the
development of Hephaestus-PL. However, the requirement to
support modularization when handling addition of new assets
and their variability is not fulfilled only by CIDE, which is
an annotative approach. In general, the level of impact on
existing Hephaestus code to the application of the technique
is considered low when the technique is supported by Haskell,
as with CIDE and Type Parameterization techniques. For the
Transkell technique, the impact is high because we have to
rewrite all Haskell modules that present some variability using
the Transkell language. Aspectual Caml technique also has
high impact, because this technique does not support Haskell
language. Referring to the maturity level of the techniques,
they all satisfy because there are several works already im-
plemented. Finally, almost all presented techniques support
the Haskell functional language where it was implemented
the existing Hephaestus code, except the Aspectual Caml

technique which supports only the Objective Caml functional
language.

Overall, Aspectual Caml and Type Parameterization tech-
niques were the techniques with more unfavorable measures
(in this case, two measures), regarding the requirements for
the design and development of Hephaestus-PL. On the other
hand, we identified that CIDE and Transkell techniques are
best suited to the development of Hephaestus-PL from the
existing Hephaestus code. CIDE, despite being annotative and
not allowing the modularization of variability of new assets, is
still appropriate because the level of scattering and tangling of
the variabilities is low in Hephaestus. The Transkell technique,
despite having been evaluated with high impact (M4) to the
existing Hephaestus code, according to section IV.C.2, Marcos
and Borba report on the maturity of Stratego/XT tools that
make easier the construction of the Transkell language and
the source to source transformations between Transkell and
Haskell.

Regarding completeness, we note that no single technique
was able to address positively all metrics. Therefore, a possible
strategy is combining approaches to address all such metrics.
In particular, combining the two best ranked approaches,
i.e., CIDE and Transkell achieves completeness. This is vi-
able because of the immediate availability of these tools for
Haskell. Additionally, in order to address CIDE’s shortcoming
in modularity, artifacts with tangling and scattering could be
handled by Transkell transformations; there are few of such
artifacts, so that the use of Transkell is not too demanding,
thus minimizing the impact of its downside regarding M4.
For other such artifacts, e.g., with medium- or coarse-grained
granularity, CIDE or CIDE+ could be applied, relying on their
low effort of application without compromising modularity.
The implementation of this strategy could be bootstrapped
from Hephaestus itself, leveraging thebuild and supporting
functions and data types as well some transformations in-
cluding those dealing with annotative variability and selection
of artifacts. We regard the implementation of this strategyas
future work.

V. RELATED WORK

Different SPL design and implementation techniques have
been compared [23], [24], [25]. Nevertheless, these have not
been accomplished in the particular context of SPL tool de-
velopment as in this work. Previous work [26] has considered
how a compositional technique, feature-oriented programming
implemented in AHEAD, could bootstrap the tool itself,
thus potentially leading to a family of AHEAD-like tools.
However, this has not been explored to handle variability in
different artifacts as presented here. On the other hand, CIDE
and CIDE+, annotative approaches, can handle variability in
different artifacts. However, differently from our work, neither
this nor none of the previously mentioned approaches handle
combination of different artifacts to address or-features(Fig-
ure 5). Similarly to this work, Apel [27] et al. have compared
an annotative versus compositional approach for modularizing
features. According to their study, each brings relative benefits



Approaches Annotative Transformational Compositional Refactoring
Techniques CIDE Transkell Aspectual Caml Type Classes

Goal Question Metric
G1 Q1 M1.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes

M1.2 Yes Yes Yes No
M1.3 Yes Yes Yes Yes
M1.4 Yes Yes Yes No

Q2 M2 Fine and coarse-granularity Fine and coarse-granularity Fine-granularity Fine-granularity
Q3 M3 No Yes Yes Yes
Q4 M4 Medium / Low (CIDEPlus) High High High
Q5 M5.1 DB; OS; CASE tools (ArgoUML); CIDEPlus several compiler several

M5.2 software engineering several programming languages several
Q6 M6 Yes Yes No Yes

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF THE EVALUATION OF EACH TECHNIQUE

and liabilities and they have concluded that a combination
of the approaches is best suited for feature modularization.
The synergetic approach is similar to our conclusion, but we
have considered additional approaches (transformationaland
parametric) and we concluded that the annotative approach is
best combined with the transformational one. In addition to
Hephaestus, there is a plethora of other SPL derivation tools
(e.g., pure::variants, GenARch, and Gears), but as pointedout
elsewhere [4] most tools lack flexibility and adaptability.

VI. F INAL REMARKS

We have conducted a comparative analysis of variability
management techniques for SPL tool development in the
context of the Hephaestus tool. The analysis reveals that two
techniques, one annotative (CIDE) and another transforma-
tional (Transkell), are most suitable to variability management
in Hephaestus, and that their combination is a feasible strategy
to improve such management. Although the comparative study
was conceived in the context of only one tool, we believe that
the analysis could be useful for the development of other tools,
since these should have similar abstractions to Hephaestus’
data types and functions with have similar variability issues, to
be addressed by the discussed techniques. Nevertheless, further
empirical work is necessary to address this external validity
threat. As future work, we are planning to implement the strat-
egy described in Section IV-E for bootstrapping Hephaestus-
PL. The implementation will focus on reuse and generalization
of the transformations and on assuring type safety of the
instantiated products in a scalable way. We also plan to
conduct further empirical studies assessing Hephaestus-PL’s
evolution to handle variability in different kind of artifacts.
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